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DRAFT PERTH AIRPORT MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN - NEW RUNWAY  
 

The City of Canning welcomes the opportunity to make a submission on the draft Perth 
Airport Major Development Plan 2018 (MDP). 
 
It is understood that the MDP has been prepared to meet the legislative approvals 
required by the Commonwealth’s Airports Act 1996 for the new runway project as well 

as to meet the public engagement requirements for aviation airspace-management 
changes that are required by the Commonwealth’s Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.  

 
The City appreciates that the MDP articulates significant benefits to Western Australia 
from development of a new runway with increased passenger growth leading to 
economic growth and increased tourism, adding $329 million to real income in the 
Perth Region and providing for productivity improvements to airport operations, 
business and airlines. 
 
Aircraft noise impacts on communities surrounding Perth Airport is also a significant 
outcome from the introduction of a new third runway and an issue that affects a large 
proportion of the City’s population. To assist the City in formulating a submission on the 
MDP, the City engaged T070 Aviation Australia Pty Ltd (T070) to prepare an 
independent report to examine potential impacts that current and proposed runway 
configurations at Perth Airport have on residents of Canning; to outline potential 
mitigation strategies that have been used to address noise impacts; to check and 
review that relevant documents on noise assessment have solid assumptions, and 
sound scientific foundation; to quantify the sound issues and prepare easy to 
understand documentation that can help the community understand and be fully 
informed of the proposed changes. 
 
The full report is provided to Perth Airport, for review as part of the City’s submission 
and is attached to this correspondence. The report of T070 is separated into three 
sections; 

 Questions arising from the MDP Review – This section contains any queries 
relating to the data or processes outlined in the MDP noise assessment that 
T070 believes would provide the City with a clearer picture of the noise impacts 
for local residents. 



 

 

 Local impact charts – This section has overlaid some of the noise charts 
provided in the MDP on spatial maps provided by City, to provide a clearer 
picture of local impacts, within the City of Canning.  

 ICAO Balanced Approach – Noise Mitigation – The final section looks at a well-
researched set of strategies that have been used around the world to help 
airports and communities exist together, some of which have been referenced 
by Perth Airport in the MDP.  

The City would like to make specific reference to the following key findings within the 
T070 report and request Perth Airport review and comment on these key findings as 
part of the submission process;  

1. T070 advise that there is a case for further investigation into the full extent of 
changes to the Integrated Noise Model (INM) used to produce the noise modelling 
within the MDP. The calibration methodology used to produce the INM model does 
not identify the specific conditions of the calibrated model, only the rationale for 
using it. Under Australian guidelines, nearly all noise assessment work for major 
Australian airports has been conducted using the same software called the 
Integrated Noise Model (INM). This ensures a consistency of output for all parties 
looking to compare the noise impacts at different airports. 

2. T070 has observed that the INM shown in the MDP does not contain newer aircraft 
that will likely be quieter than the ones currently in use. New aircraft models, such 
as A320/321 NEO, A350, DHC8D and B737MAX, or suitable analogues, would 
give a more relevant overview of the positive noise reduction effects that these 
aircraft will bring in the next future. A model built using incorrect data has limited 
value and it would be reasonable to expect that modern and next generation 
aircraft would be represented in the data.  

3. In order to give the community, the most effective instruments to understand the 
effects of the new runway in terms of aircraft noise, Perth Airport is requested to 
provide the rationale for not including N70 contours in the study. Although there 
are no formal regulations and standards, it is generally considered best practice to 
include N70 contours in noise assessments for the community. For example, 
Brisbane Airport provided an exhaustive number of N70 contours to assess the 
impact of the new runway in its MDP.  The reason for including N70 Contours is 
that 70 decibels is considered the sound level at which a normal conversation 
outdoors would be interrupted by an aircraft passing overhead. This is one reason 
why it is such a commonly used measurement.  

4. Within the MDP there is no planned noise relief for communities associated with 
the definition of respite. The word respite is used in the MDP to describe the period 
when aircraft will not be on certain tracks due to operational conditions such as 
weather. In airport noise mitigation programs around the world, respite is often 
used as shorthand for predictive noise respite, where flights are routed to avoid 
certain noise sensitive areas for a defined period of time. Respite may involve 
swapping runways for a set period of time, implementing quiet zones or setting 
specific flight paths for a predictable period of time. This strategy allows for 
transparency between the airport and communities so that residents know, and 
can plan for periods of time where they will not be overflown by aircraft. Many 
airports have trialed and implemented successful noise respite strategies, 



 

 

including Gatwick Airport, Heathrow Airport and Amsterdam Schiphol. Has Perth 
Airport considered such an approach? If not, why not? 

5. T070 have suggested a number of noise mitigation options, mapped against the 
four principal elements of the balanced approach to aircraft noise management 
that is recommended by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).  
Some of the key points raised by T070, that the City would like addressed in the 
review are;  

i) Market Incentives; Many airports around the world use differential pricing 

to achieve strategic goals like congestion and management and noise. 
These strategies can be implemented by the Airport, to encourage noise 
outcomes such as usage during non-noise sensitive periods and the 
encouragement of airlines to adopt quieter aircraft. Market incentives may 
include fines, name and shame programs, landing charges linked to noise 
and Fly Quiet programs. It is important to note that it is the role of airports to 
introduce market incentives. The MPD document hasn’t referenced these 
types of market incentives. Will Perth Airport consider implementing these 
types of incentive schemes? If not, why not? 

ii) Market Incentives & Additional Noise Monitors; T070 advise that 

permanent 24-hour noise monitoring systems are in place around many 
airports, including Melbourne. Noise levels by individual aircraft are 
compared with prescribed levels of noise for each aircraft type. Fines are 
given to airlines that persistently exceed these levels. One example of such 
a scheme is Manchester Airport, where noise limits for flights are set at 105 
EPNdB during the day and 100 EPNdB at night. Aircraft operators are fined 
£500 for exceeding the limit, with an additional £150 for each dB above the 
limit.  

There are six (6) fixed aircraft noise monitors located around Perth Airport 
within the following surrounding communities; Lathlain, Cannington, 
Guildford, Queens Park, Beechboro and Greenmount. Given the significant 
noise impacts within the City of Canning, the City requests Perth Airport 
establish a further three noise monitors, located within Canning Vale, 
Ferndale/Lynwood and Shelley/Riverton under the established flight 
paths. These monitors will assist in better understanding and monitoring of 

the noise emissions from aircraft in these areas and provide a greater level 
of information on noise impacts.  

iii) Noise Insulation; There are home insulation schemes introduced around 

the world to reduce aircraft noise impacts. The request to consider a noise 
insulation scheme was put forward by the City in its submission to the Perth 
Airport Masterplan 2014. The significant costs can be offset by 
implementation of a passenger levy and that levy used to pay for such a 
scheme. Again the City believes that Perth Airport should consider this 
proactive noise management measure over the long-term that could provide 
some benefit to those most affected. 

iv) Noise abatement operational procedures and Respite; T070 point out 
that Landing and departures may give rise to opportunities for reducing 
noise, through such strategies as preferential runway modes, noise sharing, 
predictive noise respite, performance – based navigation and engine run-up 
restrictions. Perth Airport operations have current Noise Operating 



 

 

Procedures, which are implemented by Air Services and published in the 
MPD document, volume C, page 25. The current procedures show that 
Runway 21, Runway 03 and Runway 24 are equally preferred for landing 
and that Runway 21, Runway 03 and Runway 06 are equally preferred for 
departing. Perth Airport in consultation with Air Services has developed 
proposed flight corridors to be implemented with the new runway, however 
these are subject to final design by Air Services and have not yet been 
finalised. To ensure the noise impacts are reduced within the City as far as 
is possible it is requested that implementation of the Noise Abatement 
Procedures is independently reviewed regularly to ensure that there is fair 
and equitable spread of arrivals and departures across all runways to 
ensure they are being effectively implemented and that the results of these 
reviews are made publicly available. This may assist in demonstrating to the 
community that Perth Airport is ensuring that there is an appropriate sharing 
of the noise. 

In addition, it is requested that Perth Airport provide further assessment of 
the opportunity to provide for proper predictive noise respite, for residents 
within the City. There are many good models of airports around the world 
working with communities to provide predictive noise respite, especially 
during non-peak times, as referred to within the t070 report (attached). 

 
We look forward to your consideration of the City’s submission on the MDP. Should 
you need any clarification or have any questions, please contact Clint Burdett, the 
City’s Executive Manager Healthy Canning on 9231 0667. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Graeme Bride 
Director Sustainable Development 
City of Canning 

 
Att: Report “City of Canning, Review of Perth Airport New Runway Project – 
Preliminary Draft Major Development Plan, prepared on behalf of the City of Canning 
by T070 Aviation Australia Pty Ltd 


